
 

 

 
ADDENDUM ONE 

 QUESTIONS and ANSWERS 
 
 
Date:  December 16, 2020  
 
To:  All Bidders  
 
From:  Christina Kelly, Buyer 

AS Materiel State Purchasing Bureau (SPB) 
 
RE:  Addendum for ITB Number 6429 OF to be opened December 22, 2020 Central Time 
 
 

Following are the questions submitted and answers provided for the above-mentioned ITB.  The 
questions and answers are to be considered as part of the ITB.  It is the Bidder’s responsibility to 
check the SPB website for all Addenda or Amendments. 

Question 
Number 

6429 OF 
Section 

Reference 

6429 
Page 

Number 

Question State Response 

1 VI 28 While going over the 
specs for the 4-
wheel 5,000 lbs 
electric I noticed you 
are asking for four 
function hydraulics 
and levers but there 
is nothing stating 
what attachment 
you are looking to 
have on the lift. 
(Example:Sideshifter 
requires only 3 
functions and a side 
shifting fork 
positioner would 
require four 
functions). Let me 
know what the 
attachment is 
needed. Also there 
are no specific fork 
length requirements 
listed. Thank you! 
 
 

Forks 
1.75 x 4 x 48 FTP 

 
As for the hydraulic controls: 

Up/down 
Tilt forward/backwards 
Tines adjust narrow to wide and back 

Carriage side shifts left to right. 
 

2 VI 28 What size forks are 
required for this lift 
(in inches)? For 

All forklifts require 1.75” x 4” x 48” 
forks with the exception of the stand-
up narrow-aisle reach truck.  That will 
have 36” tines 
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example, 42”, 48”, 
54” etc. 
 

3 VI 28 Could you please 
explain what you 
require for the 2 
auxiliary hydraulic 
valves? For example 
valve 1, raise and 
lower mast. Valve 2, 
tilt mast forward and 
backward. Valve 3 
side-shift. Valve 4 
fork positioner. Or 
do you want valve 3 
and 4 to be open for 
other attachments? 
 

Valve #1 to raised and lower mast 
Valve #2 to tilt mast forward and 
backwards 
Valve #3 to move tines in and out on 
carriage 
Valve #4 to move entire carriage left 
and right (side shift) 
 

4 VI 28 Does this forklift 
require side-shifting 
capabilities (for 
example, does the 
carriage need to 
hydraulically move 
from right to left and 
vice versa)? 
 

See question #3 

5 VI 28 Does this forklift 
require fork 
positioner 
capabilities (for 
example, do the 
forks need to 
hydraulically spread 
out towards the 
edge of the carriage 
and back to the 
center of carriage)? 
 

Yes, See question #3 

6 VI 28 What type of tires 
are required on this 
forklift? Air 
Pneumatic? Solid 
Pneumatic? Etc. 
 

 
All forklifts require solid pneumatic 
tires 
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7 VI 28 All other forklifts in 
this bid list “Halogen 
or LED” except for 
the 5,000 lb Electric 
forklift.  Are LED 
lights acceptable for 
the 5,000 lb electric 
forklifts? 
 

 
LED lights are preferred but some may 
only come with Halogen, which would 
be acceptable. 

 

8 VI 30 g. Class 3 standard 
tapered forks. - 
What size forks are 
required for this lift 
(in inches)? For 
example, 42”, 48”, 
54” etc. 
 

All forklifts require 1.75” x 4” x 48” 
forks, With the exception of the stand-
up narrow-aisle reach truck.  That will 
have 36” tines 

9 VI 30 h. 4 function (2 
auxiliary) hydraulic 
Control Valve.  
Could you please 
explain what you 
require for the 2 
auxiliary hydraulic 
valves? For example 
valve 1, raise and 
lower mast. Valve 2, 
tilt mast forward and 
backward. Valve 3 
side-shift. Valve 4 
fork positioner. Or 
do you want valve 3 
and 4 to be open for 
other attachments? 
 

Valve #1 to raised and lower mast 
Valve #2 to tilt mast forward and 
backwards 
Valve #3 to move tines in and out on 
carriage 
Valve #4 to move entire carriage left 
and right (side shift) 
 

10 VI 30 Does this forklift 
require side-shifting 
capabilities (for 
example, does the 
carriage need to 
hydraulically move 
from right to left and 
vice versa)? 
 

Yes, See question #9 
 

11 VI 30 Does this forklift Yes, See question #9 
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require fork 
positioner 
capabilities (for 
example, do the 
forks need to 
hydraulically spread 
out towards the 
edge of the carriage 
and back to the 
center of carriage)? 
 

12 VI 31 g. Class 3 standard 
tapered forks.  What 
size forks are 
required for this lift 
(in inches)? For 
example, 42”, 48”, 
54” etc. 
 

 
All forklifts require 1.75” x 4” x 48” 
forks with the exception of the stand-
up narrow-aisle reach truck.  That will 
have 36” tines 
 

13 VI 31 h. 4 function (2 
auxiliary) hydraulic 
Control Valve. Could 
you please explain 
what you require for 
the 2 auxiliary 
hydraulic valves? 
For example valve 
1, raise and lower 
mast. Valve 2, tilt 
mast forward and 
backward. Valve 3 
side-shift. Valve 4 
fork positioner. Or 
do you want valve 3 
and 4 to be open for 
other attachments? 
 

Valve #1 to raised and lower mast 
Valve #2 to tilt mast forward and 
backwards 
Valve #3 to move tines in and out on 
carriage 
Valve #4 to move entire carriage left 
and right (side shift) 
 

14 VI 31 Does this forklift 
require side-shifting 
capabilities (for 
example, does the 
carriage need to 
hydraulically move 
from right to left and 
vice versa)? 
 

Yes, see question #13 
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15 VI 31 Does this forklift 
require fork 
positioner 
capabilities (for 
example, do the 
forks need to 
hydraulically spread 
out towards the 
edge of the carriage 
and back to the 
center of carriage)? 
 

 
Yes, see question #13 

16 VI 31 What type of tires 
are required on this 
forklift? Air 
Pneumatic? Solid 
Pneumatic? Etc. 
 

All forklifts require solid pneumatic 
tires 

 
 

This Addendum will become part of the ITB and should be acknowledged with the Invitation to 
Bid response. 

 
 


